An information measure of the quality of protein secondary structure prediction.
We describe an information-theory-based measure of the quality of secondary structure prediction (RELINFO). RELINFO has a simple yet intuitive interpretation: it represents the factor by which secondary structure choice at a residue has been restricted by a prediction scheme. As an alternative interpretation of secondary structure prediction, RELINFO complements currently used methods by providing an information-based view as to why a prediction succeeds and fails. To demonstrate this score's capabilities, we applied RELINFO to an analysis of a large set of secondary structure predictions obtained from the first five rounds of the Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) experiment. RELINFO is compared with two other common measures: percent correct (Q3) and secondary structure overlap (SOV). While the correlation between Q3 and RELINFO is approximately 0.85, RELINFO avoids certain disadvantages of Q3, including overestimating the quality of a prediction. The correlation between SOV and RELINFO is approximately 0.75. The valuable SOV measure unfortunately suffers from a saturation problem, and perhaps has unfairly given the general impression that secondary structure prediction has reached its limit since SOV hasn't improved much over the recent rounds of CASP. Although not a replacement for SOV, RELINFO has greater dispersion. Over the five rounds of CASP assessed here, RELINFO shows that predictions targets have been more difficult in successive CASP experiments, yet the predictions quality has continued to improve measurably over each round. In terms of information, the secondary structure prediction quality has almost doubled from CASP1 to CASP5. Therefore, as a different perspective of accuracy, RELINFO can help to improve prediction of protein secondary structure by providing a measure of difficulty as well as final quality of a prediction.